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In January 1946, some sixteen American young lieutenants scattered into eight 

different provinces throughout South Korea to organize indigenous military forces. Each was 

accompanied by one enlisted man, Nisei, who can speak Japanese as an interpreter and by 

two or three Koreans who had military careers from former Japanese military. When the team 

arrived at the assigned regions, they should have expected their lodgings already in place, 

hopefully even established barracks and training grounds. However, there were no facilities 

available and the reality was far from their expectation. When they set up their camp mostly 

located at former Japanese police offices and began recruiting the first Korean soldiers, 

young Koreans came in crowds. The promise of “food and clothing” was a big temptation for 

poor and hungry young men. Only within less than two months, recruitment of 5,000 solders 

in eight companies was successfully completed.
1
 

 During the following two years, this local military forces expanded rapidly and 

when the Republic of Korea (ROK) government was inaugurated in August 15, 1948, the 

50,000-man troop became this new republic’s regular military.
2
 And less than ten years later 

when the Korean War ended in 1953, the ROK Army grew up to 700,000-man sized first-

rated military force, the second largest military in the free world, and stood itself as “a 
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bulwark of liberal democracy.”
 3

 This paper will deal, in details, with the founding process 

of the ROK military, which will be celebrating its 60
th
 anniversary in August 15, 2008, this 

year. 

The early process of military founding in South Korea, later known as the Bamboo 

Plan, began as a Cold War project. Soon after the Japanese surrender in August 1945, 

American troops hurried into the Korean Peninsula without concrete plans while U.S. leaders 

were increasingly becoming worried about Communist expansion. Under the pressure of the 

Cold War, a small number of American officers worked for creation of this indigenous troop 

while taking charge of organizing, recruiting, training, feeding, and even teaching English to 

Koreans.  

The Bamboo Plan, however, encountered many difficulties from the start. This 

hastily-improvised American response to Communist progress in North Korea floundered in 

the face of fundamental problems such as language barriers and racial prejudices.
4
 No 

American agents provided clear direction for this project except for establishing a local 

military force modeled after the U.S. Army. Few Koreans understood why they were under 

Americans’ control. Instead, they had their own aspirations to achieve through this project.
5
 

Furthermore, the U.S. government was generally indifferent toward this military force, 

leading to a lack of the material support that would have made an inherently difficult 
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relationship easier.  

The difficulties, nevertheless, were overcome by the US-ROK joint efforts to make 

their co-project successful. The joint efforts were possible in spite of the different 

expectations on the ROK Army, because they firmly shared the common interests to block 

the Communists’ expansion in East Asia and to secure the ROK in particular. The sharp 

escalation of tensions by the Korea War also created further needs for the cooperation. While 

defending the ROK firmly, Americans and Koreans in uniform have succeeded to continue to 

uphold their special relationship, or the so-called US-ROK partnership “cemented in blood” 

(血盟)
6
. This special partnership became the cornerstone of the ROK military’s mission, a 

bulwark of liberal democracy, during the entire Cold War era. To understand the founding 

process of the ROK military which was the starting point of the sixty-year long US-ROK 

special military relationship will be the very first step to foresee a U.S-ROK military 

relationship in next six decades.  

 

 

American Project 

The unfortunate history of Korea, the Hermit Kingdom, in the twentieth century 

started with the Japanese annexation in 1910. For the next thirty-five years, Japanese colonial 

control suppressed the Korean people. The Korean language was prohibited in schools and in 

public. The Korean economy was reshaped for Japanese purpose. Japanese police controlled 

the entire Korean society with brutality. During the Japanese war against China and the 

United States, many Koreans contributed to the war effort and died in battle. Although some 
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collaborators cooperated with Japanese authorities, most Koreans protested against Japanese 

control. Many participated in the Korean independence movement organizations operating in 

the United States, Europe, China, and even in the Soviet Union. When Japan surrendered in 

August 1945, therefore, Koreans had high hope for a new era of national independence. 

During the World War II, Allied leaders had also decided to liberate Korea. Franklin 

D. Roosevelt suggested at the Cairo Conference independence would come “in due course” 

and under some type of western trusteeship.
7
 However, no detailed plans were developed, 

and Roosevelt’s unexpected death and Japan’s early surrender in August 1945 left the new 

Truman Administration without a settled Korean policy.
8
 Meanwhile, the Red Army’s 

advances in northeast Asia stimulated U.S. concerns. In order to block Stalin’s dangerous 

approach to Japan, U.S. military policymakers drew a line on the map, indicating where the 

Red Army needed to be stopped, thereby cutting the Korean Peninsula in half.
9
 The Soviets 

accepted the hasty U.S. suggestion. Because neither power would give up Korea entirely to 

the other, the division of the Korean Peninsula seemed inevitable.
10

  

The growing Cold War pressure in the Far East was the least expected challenge to 

the U.S. military forces at the end of the Second World War. While the Red Army made fast 

progress in North Korea after its arrival in early August 1945, none of the U.S. forces in the 

western Pacific was ready to take charge in South Korea. Just before Japan’s surrender, Lt. 

General John R. Hodge’s 24
th
 U.S. Corps got the nod from General Douglas MacArthur, the 
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Supreme Allied Commander at Tokyo.
11

 Known as ‘the Patton of the Pacific’ or ‘a soldier’s 

soldier,’ General Hodge had significant experience with brutal fighting at Guadalcanal, Leyte, 

and Okinawa.12 Organized to fight against the Japanese, U.S. forces were not prepared for 

what would prove to be delicate occupation duties. General Hodge and his troops had no 

experience with Asian cultures or politics, and came almost blind to Korea. To make matters 

worse, the first official policy directive from either Washington or Tokyo did not come until 

six months after his arrival.
13

 Two days later, the U.S. advanced party moved to Seoul to 

accept the official Japanese surrender.  

Some five weeks later, U.S. occupation forces established the U.S. Army Military 

Government in Korea (USAMGIK, hereafter AMG), and General Hodge appointed Major 

General Archibald V. Arnold, the commander of the 7th U.S. Division, as the head of the 

AMG.
14

 Despite some initial turmoil, General Hodge disarmed and repatriated the Japanese 

and preserved law and order in South Korea.  

The AMG’s need for adequate law enforcement agencies capable of managing the 

turmoil prevalent in South Korean society was one of vital motivations to build military 

forces in this newly liberated country. One of the demanding challenges confronting AMG’s 

occupation policy during the first six months was how to control and prevent the fast 

growing attempts by leftist organizations such as people’s committees and peasant and labor 
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unions to foment revolution in the South.
15

 The AMG gave priority to establishing the 

Korean National Police, using former Japanese police systems and recruiting Korean 

“collaborators,” many of whom had held lower ranks in the Japanese police. To hasten the 

transition and to solve the manpower problem faced by the new police, the AMG opened a 

one-month basic training course held at the old Japanese Police Academy in Seoul.
16

 

To the disappointment of the AMG, the Korean National Police failed to control 

disturbances without assistance from U.S. troops. Because the Korean National Police 

consisted of former Korean collaborators, from its very inception Koreans did not 

acknowledge the police’s official authority. Conflicts between Koreans and U.S. occupation 

forces complicated the situation. The Nam-won Incident of October 15, 1945, was the worst 

of these.17 With the Korean National Police losing control of the situation, the AMG decided 

to create a conventional military force to impose order.
18

 

Besides the necessity of a practical law enforcement organization, the AMG had 

other considerations in creating a new military. First of all, American officials in Seoul 

agreed on the creation of a Korean military in South Korea as a symbolic step for the future 
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of this newly liberated country.
19

 As General Hodge later stated, “I was very interested in 

establishing a Korean Army from the beginning of the occupation, not only to relieve 

American troops of many details in handling Korean security, but to get a start for the future 

when we accomplished our mission of setting up a Korean Government.”
20

 Also, the 

presence of some twenty unofficial or private quasi-military organizations such as the 

National Preparation Army was a big burden for the AMG in maintaining public order in 

South Korea. Because of the dangerous nature of these armed organizations and their 

domination by leftist organizations in particular, the AMG could not await Washington’s 

decision, and American officials felt that preparatory steps were needed to avert what they 

saw as the imminent danger of a Communist take over.21 

In this process, news of Soviet success in creating a North Korean military further 

prompted the AMG to initiate a similar project.
22

 Worried about falling behind in the Cold 

War race on the Korean Peninsula, AMG officials moved fast. On October 31, 1945, 

Brigadier General Lawrence E. Schick, Provost Marshall General of the 24
th
 Corps who 

managed the Korean National Police, submitted a plan to the AMG for the national defense 
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of South Korea.
23

 Within two weeks, General Arnold appointed a board of U.S. military 

officers to study the need for such forces. Before this board could complete the study, the 

AMG Ordinance No. 28, dated November 13, 1945, established the Office of Director of 

National Defense with the U.S. occupation authority.
24

 Shortly thereafter, the board 

recommended a South Korean army and air force of 45,000, a navy and coast guard of 5,000, 

and a national police force of 25,000. This new military would be equipped with surplus 

American and Japanese military stocks.
25

 General Hodge approved the plan on November 20, 

and General MacArthur forwarded it to Washington, seeking approval of the Department of 

State and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
26

 

The AMG’s project, however, ran at once into a roadblock. The State-War-Navy 

Coordinating Committee rejected this plan on January 9, 1946, arguing that “the matter of 

establishing Korean National Armed Forces is closely allied to unsettled problems connected 

with international commitments for implementing Korean Independence.”
27

 In fact, the 

AMG under General Hodge had had no authority to establish a military force in South Korea 

and now faced Washington’s official objections. Regardless, General Hodge and his staff 
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wasted no time in devising an alternative way to create a military force.  

As an alternative to the rejected plan, Colonel Arthur S. Champeny, Director of the 

National Police, recommended what became known as the Plan Bamboo to create a small 

armed force to serve as a police reserve.
28

 He thought that the earlier proposal for a large 

defense force was impractical, and suggested instead the establishment of eight constabulary 

companies, one for each province of South Korea.
29

 As a master plan, the Bamboo relied on 

the U.S. Army’s organization, administration, and basic training models. It envisioned a 

constabulary battalion organized and structured along the same lines as a U.S. Army infantry 

company, minus its heavy weapons platoon. Each company would consist of 225 enlisted 

men and 6 officers. In order to take charge of the ground level details, the AMG would send a 

U.S. Army training team of 2 officers and 4 enlisted men to each province.30 With instant 

approval from General Hodge and later from General MacArthur, the AMG began to activate 

the Bamboo Plan, starting the formal creation of a Bureau of Constabulary on January 15, 

1946.
31

 

Some ten days later, a group of sixteen lieutenants were called from various 

subordinate units of the 24
th
 Corps to receive three days of orientation for their new mission 
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of organizing and training the South Korean Constabulary.
32

 They were considered 

“advisors” but in fact acted as “commanders” from the very beginning.33 This marked the 

starting point of the sixty years of the advisor-advisee relationship between the two militaries. 

These early advisors were ill-prepared to recruit and organize local military forces. U.S. 

advisors could neither speak nor understand the Korean language. As a result, they remained 

totally dependent on their Korean counterparts and interpreters.
34

 Moreover, they lacked 

knowledge and information about their counterparts and the Korean people and culture in 

general.  

Nevertheless, when these American officers set up their camps and began recruiting 

the first Korean soldiers, Koreans came in droves. The promise of “food and clothing” served 

as a strong incentive for poor and hungry young men.35 By April 1946, 5,000 soldiers in 

eight companies finished the first stage of training. Subsequently, the first official and public 

appearance of this force took place on August 14, 1946, in a parade commemorating the first 

anniversary of Korea’s national liberation.
36

 Under no clear direction, the South Korean 
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Constabulary began to emerge under the direction of a small number of American advisors 

amidst considerable trial and error.37  

  

 

Korean Response 

Traditionally Koreans regarded the military profession (武) as a second-rate job, 

lower than the literate intellectual and bureaucrat (文). This low esteem was particularly 

pronounced during the Chosun(朝鮮) Kingdom’s five hundred years of existence. For this 

reason, the AMG could not draw on a traditional military legacy in Korea. Moreover, because 

Japan forbade a Korean military for almost forty years, Americans thought it would take a 

long time to recruit sufficient numbers of soldiers for this project.
38

 Surprisingly to 

Americans, however, when the AMG announced its intention to raise a military force in late 

1945, many Koreans wanted to become officers in the new Korean military.
39

 The only 

problem was that there was no central Korean agency capable of speaking with a single voice 

in behalf of a new military. 

Even before the first U.S. occupying forces arrived in South Korea, many 

spontaneous “national” and/or “self-preservation” militaries had sprung up throughout the 

country. Some quickly developed nationwide organizational structures and exercised high 
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levels of training.
40

 With the activation of the Bamboo Plan, the AMG had to pull together 

all of these spontaneous armed organizations. Among some twenty quasi-military groups, 

only half responded to the AMG’s project. The others, mostly left-wing and Communist-

dominated, were disbanded by the AMG. Due to this early screening process, the AMG 

excluded most radicals’ participation in the new Korean military.
41

 

The selection of the first Korean military officers and leaders, which began as early 

as December 1945, exemplifies the AMG’s expectations for the South Korean military. As 

many AMG officials later confessed, it was one of the most difficult and significant decisions, 

not only because there were so many individuals and groups who wanted to be selected but 

also because Americans realized that the officers selected in the first round would dominate 

this military for decades to come.42 In most cases, leftists were excluded. Indeed the AMG 

preferred officers with conservative backgrounds. Therefore, the AMG’s final selection was 

limited to three major groups: Koreans who had served in the Japanese Army, the 

Manchurian Kwantung Army, or the Korean Liberation Army (or Kwangbok Gun, 光復軍) 

associated with the Korean Provisional Government (大韓民國 臨時政府) in China.
43

  

The establishment of the Military English School (軍事英語學校) in early 

December 1945, two months before the formal establishment of the South Korean 

Constabulary, was a significant step toward the creation of a new military in South Korea. In 
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addition to training interpreters, Americans planned to give instruction in military 

terminology in order to promote understanding of basic military terms critical to training a 

future force in Korea.44 Because the language barrier was one of the greatest problems 

American advisors faced, they placed a great deal of importance on this institution to expand 

the small pool of Korean interpreters and to spread a common military vocabulary.
45

 

While selecting the first students of this school, Americans preferred to recruit young, 

flexible, and progressive officers knowledgeable in Western ways, particularly those who had 

a working knowledge of English. From the U.S. standpoint, the best officers were those who 

had been trained in the Japanese Army.
46

 Therefore, the eclipse of the soldiers of the Korean 

Liberation Army seemed inevitable. Handicapped by old age, little formal education, and 

lack of technical training in military science, these old fighters for Korean independence did 

not measure up to American standards.
47

 As a result, officers with Japanese backgrounds 

became dominant in the Constabulary and its successor, the Republic of Korea Army. 

Yu Jae-hung, formerly a captain of the Japanese army, offers an illustration of the 

Japanese-trained who won favor under the U.S. selection process. Yu was a 1938 graduate of 

the Japanese military academy. News of Korea’s liberation in August 1945 excited him. He 

had born in Japan, was more fluent in Japanese than in Korean, and had the opportunity to 

start a new life in post-war Japan. Nevertheless, he decided to return home the very next 

month. As soon as he arrived in Seoul, he contacted groups of former Japanese military 
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officers who were trying to organize a military force by themselves. Like most former 

Japanese officers, Yu was able to start his new military career as an officer in the South 

Korean Constabulary in January 1946, just six months after he left the Japanese military.48 

Unlike the former Japanese-oriented Korean officers, Chinese-oriented officers 

experienced far more difficulty joining the new army. Take the example of Lee Sung-ga, 

former major in the Chinese Army under Chiang Kai-shek. As the son of a military leader of 

the Korean Independence Military (朝鮮 獨立軍) which had fought against Japan since 

1910, Lee had graduated from the Nanjing Military Academy in accordance with his father’s 

will. He was an intelligence specialist in the 12
th
 Chinese Army when Japan surrendered, but 

Lee’s military career had been primarily in the Korean Liberation Army, which was 

supported by Chiang Kai-shek’s government.49 Although Lee and fellow Koreans who had 

fought against Japan in China tried to return to their homeland as early as possible, the AMG 

did not allow them come to Korea as a military force.
50

 Frustrated, Lee came as an 

individual and joined the South Korean Constabulary in January 1946.  

These recruits to the fledgling U.S.-backed force made their first stop at the Military 

English School. The school’s importance cannot be overstated – the first hundred and ten 

graduates would dominate the South Korean military for the next three decades.
51

 It opened 

its doors with a class of sixty-three Korean students on December 23, 1945. Instructors 

taught three different levels of English based on the students’ knowledge of and fluency in 

English, but military English in particular was at the core of all levels. American officers 
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taught the two higher classes, but a Korean instructor lectured in the lowest class. Students 

moved from lower levels to higher ones according to their weekly grades.  

Following the establishment of the Constabulary in January 1946, the school’s main 

function changed drastically from a language institution to an officer candidate school, 

although it maintained the language training mission. While it was not the AMG’s intention, 

graduation from this school became a requirement for an officer’s commission. For this 

reason, almost all of the first generation of South Korean military leaders were alumni of the 

school, although the length of their attendance varied from individual to individual. For 

example, Kim Ung-su was one of its longest-tenured students even though he spoke better 

English than other students.52  

Overall, the Military English School failed to solve the language problem, although 

it did create a basis for some understanding between American advisors and their Korean 

counterparts. After producing core members of the first generation of the South Korean 

military officer corps, the school was redesigned as the South Korean Constabulary Officer 

Candidate Center and moved to Tae-rung in the suburbs of Seoul on March 30, 1946. One 

month later, this new institution began to produce officers for the rapidly expanding army.
53

 

Meanwhile, with the graduates of the Military English School as the nucleus, the 

extensive recruitment of enlisted men to fill the ranks of the Constabulary began on January 

14, 1946.
54

 American advisors usually started their mission by recruiting a Constabulary 

company approximately 20 percent greater than the desired strength. After a short training 
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period the surplus personnel would become the cadre of the next company.
55

 The advisors 

used graduates of the Military English School and one or two enlisted men from the first unit 

as their assistants. These Korean assistants formed the nucleus around which advisors 

organized the first company of their battalion. The second company would in turn also be 

overfilled by 20 percent and the process would continue until a battalion was created. The 

combination recruiting-training program moved along rapidly, and by April 1946, there was a 

regiment of Constabulary in every province in South Korea.
56

 

While the Constabulary was forming and developing, the Americans in September 

1946 transferred their authority over the South Korean government to their Korean 

counterparts.57 This shift of authority directly affected the status of American officers in the 

Constabulary. Until then, U.S. officers commanded all Constabulary units. With this shift, 

Korean officers had the commanding authority, and U.S. officers assumed advisory 

positions.
58

 This change of command and roles created fresh problems.
59

 Koreans lacked 

experience in overseeing a modern military institution, so as one American advisor later 

recalled, “Americans were the bosses of the Constabulary even though the Korean officers 

commanded the regiments.”
60
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Towards the Common Destination 

The South Korean Constabulary as a co-project of a small number of American 

advisors and ambitious young Korean officers struggled to become a real military force. As 

one American advisor later claimed, the problems of the Constabulary were “so numerous 

that time would not permit enumeration.”
61

 The Korean Peninsula had a low Cold War 

priority so Korea’s military received limited U.S. support and American advisors had to 

operate and train under serious constraints. Furthermore, the Constabulary remained a hodge-

podge of military influences from Japanese sword practices to the old Korean rank system. 

Factional rivalry among Korean officers was another problem. The last problem limiting the 

solid development of the South Korean Constabulary was that Americans and Koreans had 

different expectations for this military. 

Interestingly enough, despite numerous difficulties around it and Americans’ 

objections in particular, the Constabulary grew fast during its early period. As Table 1 shows, 

the Bamboo Plan was completed with the creation of eight regiments with 5,000 men by 

April 1946. In the next two years, it grew to more than ten times that size organized into 8 

divisions. Because of its rapid expansion, neither American advisors nor their Korean 

advisees were able to keep track of these daily and weekly changes in the size and 

composition of the South Korean forces. And the larger the Constabulary got, the more 

difficult it became for Americans to maintain control over it.  
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Table 1 Expansion of the South Korean Constabulary, 1946-1949
62

 

Regiment Brigade Division 

Unit Location 

Activation 

Date 

Unit Location 

Activation 

Date 

Unit Location 

Activation 

Date 

1
st
 Taerung 1946. 1. 15 1

st
 Seoul 1947. 12. 1. 1

st
 Susack 1949. 5. 12. 

2
nd

 Taejeon 1946. 2. 28. 2
nd

 Taejeon 1947. 12. 1. 2
nd

 Taejeon 1949. 5. 12. 

3
rd
 Lee-ri 1946. 2. 26. 3

rd
 Pusan 1947. 12. 1. 3

rd
 Taegu 1949. 5. 12. 

4
th
 Kwangju 1946. 2. 15. 5

th
 Kwangju 1948. 4. 29. 5

th
 Kwangju 1949. 5. 12. 

5
th
 Pusan 1946. 1. 29. 6

th
 Chungju 1948. 4. 29. 6

th
 Wonju 1949. 5. 12. 

6
th
 Taegu 1946. 2. 18. 7

th
 Youngsan 1949. 1. 7. 7

th
 Youngsan 1949. 6. 20. 

7
th
 Chungju 1946. 2. 7.    8

th
 Kangrung 1949. 6. 20. 

8
th
 Chunchon 1946. 4. 1.    Cap Youngsun 1949. 6. 20. 

 

As a military force, the South Korean Constabulary had its own special problems. 

First of all, Communists had infiltrated and would later seriously damage both its reputation 

and combat effectiveness. As one recent study shows, almost 10 percent of the soldiers in the 

Constabulary were hidden Communists.
63

 And in some cases, such as the 14
th
 Regiment at 

Kwang-ju, almost 30 percent of the unit was Communist.64 As many Korean officers later 

charged, this infiltration was the fault of American advisors who had not screened recruits 

closely, particularly during the Constabulary’s rapid expansion.
65

 Because of this careless 

recruiting and indifference to many red cells, the Constabulary suffered its first ordeals 
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during 1948, such as the Communist uprising at Cheju-do in April and the military mutiny at 

Yeo-su – Sun-chun in October.66 

Another significant limitation of the Constabulary as a military force in its early 

stage originated from the indifference of both Washington and the MacArthur Command in 

Tokyo. Because South Korea, as a newly liberated country, was unable to finance its military 

and could offer only manpower, the Constabulary depended almost entirely on U.S. money 

and equipment. Even Cold War developments in the Korean Peninsula were not enough to 

spark U.S. policymakers’ interests. As a result of this high-level’s indifference, the South 

Korean Constabulary became the AMG’s project.
67

  

Lack of support from Washington showed up first of all in the numbers of American 

advisors available to the Korean Constabulary. Captain James Hausman who had worked for 

the Constabulary since August 1946 recalled that the average number of American advisors 

was six at most.
68

 In the first half of 1946, the U.S. Army’s demobilization caused frequent 

changes in key positions in the AMG and made replacements for those returning more hard 

to find. During late May 1946, U.S. military advisors recommended that the 24
th
 U.S. Corps 

furnish approximately 150 American officers and enlisted men to train the South Korean 

Constabulary. Although considered the minimum number required for this task, the 24th 

Corps denied this recommendation on the grounds that “no personnel at all were available for 
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the purpose.”
69

 

 Problems in the Constabulary’s training were another symptom of the limited 

support from the United States. For the first three years, no formal training programs existed 

for the new military. As a result, training remained a matter to be improvised by the 

American officers assigned to advise each Constabulary unit. These advisors received 

relatively little supervision as they went about their assigned tasks. Furthermore, because of 

the shortage of advisors on duty with the Constabulary, the difficulty of training in each unit 

was far more serious than expected.
70

 

The shortage of American personnel increased the influence of Korean officers with 

Japanese, Chinese, or Manchurian training, and these officers reverted to the drill and tactical 

training they knew best. As a result, Americans found that almost all Constabulary units 

received training in tactical concepts such as banzai charges that differed completely from 

standard U.S. Army tactics. In vain American advisors wrote training memoranda against 

such training. From the U.S. advisors’ point of view the former Chinese officers were of little 

use, and the officers with Japanese training taught so much that was contrary to American 

methods that, in some cases, they seemed more a hindrance than a help.  

In order to normalize the training of the Constabulary, American advisors in May 

1946 created the South Korean Constabulary Training Center, which later became the Korean 

Military Academy.
71

 Its purpose was to train young Koreans as junior officers within the 
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Constabulary.
72

 The officer candidates were selected from civilians and the ranks of the 

Constabulary through a competitive examination.73 After a little less than three months’ 

training, successful candidates were commissioned as second lieutenants. Additional training 

for officers and non-commissioned officers followed the regular training day in regimental 

schools conducted by the unit advisors.
74

 This type of schooling was the only training 

opportunity for the Constabulary officer corps until the South Korean Army established a 

school system in late 1948 based on a U.S. model. 

Serious deficiencies in weapons, equipment, and logistical support in the 

Constabulary nevertheless remained as a result of high-level U.S. indifference. Initially the 

Constabulary’s equipment came almost entirely from captured Japanese stocks. Because U.S. 

forces in South Korea had destroyed most Japanese armament, however, only some 60,000 

old Japanese ‘99’ rifles, along with fifteen rounds of ammunition for each weapon, were 

available in storehouses for the Constabulary, the Coast Guard, and the police.
75

 Moreover, 

although some Constabulary units received Japanese light machine guns from U.S. troops, no 

Constabulary units received any heavier weapons until U.S. forces transferred their 

equipment to the South Korean Army in late 1949. Therefore, as Hausman worried, the South 

Korea Constabulary lagged far behind the Soviet-sponsored northern forces.76 

In sum, the South Korean Constabulary in early 1948 was far from a well-trained, 
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first-rated military. Cultural problems such as the language barrier and racial prejudice in the 

military advisor-advisee relationship restricted this military’s solid development. Also, 

because of Washington’s indifference, South Korea’s military suffered from all kinds of 

logistical problems which severely limited its military effectiveness. And lastly, the growing 

role of Korean military leaders who eventually introduced various Asian military tactics and 

training to the Constabulary rather hindered the unity of training.  

The U.S. government’s decision to withdraw all American troops from South Korea 

in early 1948 further undercut the Constabulary’s status. In early 1947, despite strong State 

Department objections, the Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that the United States had little 

strategic interest in maintaining troops and bases in Korea. Anticipating the eventual 

withdrawal of U.S. troops, the Department of the Army gave serious attention to establishing 

a South Korean regular army and to arming and equipping it with U.S. materiel. When the 

South Korean government was launched in August 15, 1948, the Constabulary became the 

regular army, which American policymakers envisioned as a self-defense force with 50,000 

soldiers. At the same time, the U.S. Provisional Military Advisory Group to Korea, two 

hundred eighty men in size, began its mission to train the new South Korean military.
77

  

During the next two years, another rapid expansion of the regular military followed. 

Within the first year of the ROK Army’s existence, its total number doubled, although it was 

far behind that of the North Korean military under Soviet control. By August 1949, it had 

100,000 men, consisting of eight infantry divisions and two independent regiments.
78

 In 

addition to its numerical increase, the Army also had made big advances in its training level, 

especially in the system of military education. When the Korean War started in June 1950 
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with the surprise attack of the North Korean military, however, the ROK military, the five-

year long US-ROK joint project, was on the brink of total collapse by losing 70% of its 

manpower and equipment within the first five days of the war. It would need more or less 

another five years for Americans and Koreans to have their co-project complete by 

transforming this indigenous military into the 700,000-man sized well equipped and highly 

trained military, which has fulfilled its mission magnificently during the entire Cold War 

period and until today. 

 

 

Conclusion 

While tracing in details the process of military founding project in South Korea, this 

paper points out several driving forces behind it. First, the Cold War pressure on the Korean 

Peninsula gave strong impetus to this process. Concerned with the growth of the Soviet-

sponsored North Korean military, U.S. military authorities in Seoul as well as policymakers 

in Washington came to strongly support the development of the South Korean military. 

Second, the desire for strong military for national self-defense had been important and 

consistent motivation for Koreans. There was no doubt that this motive originated from 

Korea’s shameful colonial experience under Japan’s brutal control. Some Korean politicians 

tried to increase U.S. troop strength in South Korea out of fear over the growing Cold War 

confrontation on the Korean Peninsula. Most Korean military officers, however, hoped to 

have their own military force which they had dreamed of for a long time. Under the Cold War 

pressure, Koreans were strategically prudent enough to cooperate with the Americans in 

order to achieve their goal of a large and well-trained military force by the end of the Korean 

War.  
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Third, Americans were eager to teach the potency of their military model. From the 

earliest advisors in late 1945, Americans had been confident that the U.S. Army’s models, the 

best military in the world, would cure the problems of the old “Asiatic” military and 

transform it into a first-class force. This conviction also motivated the major Americanizers 

of the ROK Army later such General James A. Van Fleet, who directed the ROK Army’s 

reorganization and expansion program during the Korean War period.  

And as the final driving force, this paper points out the significance of the 

relationship between the two field actors, American advisors and Korean advisees. Although 

policymakers in both Washington and Seoul shaped the basic framework for this project, 

every detail was determined by actors on the ground. Having overcome the difficulties, U. S. 

advisors and ROK officers eventually managed to cooperate with each other and to develop 

friendship, while working towards common goals and against the common enemy. Without 

the so-called “perfect partnership” between these two sets of soldiers, “a bulwark of liberal 

democracy” might have not existed.
79

  

This paper also suggests some significant characteristics of the ROK military 

originated from the early founding process. First of all, the fundamental nature of the ROK 

military forces, the Americanized military, was settled in this process. When early American 

advisors organized the South Korean Constabulary as the embryo of the ROK Army in early 

1946, it was filled with various Asian military traditions -- from Japan, China, and old Korea. 

Through learning from the U.S. Army advisors and fighting under the U.S. military 

command, these Asian dimensions were gradually replaced by American military culture.  

Second, under the global Cold War pressure, the ROK military’s roles and statues, 

international and domestic, were defined by its founding process. Internationally, the ROK 
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Army began as a Cold War military on the global anti-Communist front. From the outset of 

this project, U.S. policymakers intended to give the ROK military a Cold War mission, by 

taking charge of South Korea’s security in the face of Communists’ threat. Domestically, 

there were some ups and downs in the ROK military’s status. When American advisors 

organized this military in early 1946, it was a 5,000-man reserve force for the police. Less 

than a decade later, however, it had grown into an almost 700,000-man regular army, the 

single largest organization in South Korean society. Furthermore, while most other sections 

of South Korean society were suffering from decades-long stagnation and turmoil, the army 

developed a high-quality professional education and, finally, emerged as the most literate, 

technologically advanced organization in South Korean society. The ROK Army was thus in 

a position to lead the national modernization project in the 1960s and 1970s based on its 

organizational power and accumulated know-how from its own modernization.  


